Security Checklist for Liquor
License Establishments
Created by the City of Portland’s Office of Neighborhood Involvement
Crime Prevention Program with the assistance of our partners

The design, security and management practices employed by the owner, managers and employees
of a liquor license establishment impact the safety of the place and the livability of the surrounding
neighborhood. The strategies you proactively implement set the tone for your business. When
problems arise, management intervention is key to resolving issues. The Portland Police, Liquor
License and Crime Prevention Programs and other agencies may assist you, but need you to be an
active participant in problem-solving efforts. This guide is designed to give your organization security
measures to consider. By implementing these steps, you can impact the safety of your establishment
in meaningful ways.

Description

Yes

Establishment Interior and Bar
Is the bar area located where servers and bartenders can observe patron activities,
entry points and bathroom areas? Hanging wine glass racks and cabinets that
obstruct views should be removed or reconfigured. Is the bar raised to facilitate
observation?
Notes:
Does the interior layout including placement of booths, partitions and tables provide
visibility so that staff and patrons can monitor what’s happening in the establishment?
Notes:
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No

Description
Establishment Interior and Bar (cont.)
Can kitchen staff see out to the bar/restaurant area? This may include a window on
the door to the kitchen or a half wall that exposes this area.
Notes:
Are lottery machines and ATMs situated where they can be actively monitored by
managers, servers and bartenders? Placement of these machines must also comply
with State rules.
Notes:
Are shelves containing product (i.e., bottles of alcohol/liquor) orderly so employees
can tell at a glance if something is missing?
Notes:
Are convex or other mirrors used to increase visibility where there are blind corners
or vulnerable areas?
Notes:
Have you installed a camera surveillance system? If you have one installed:
• Does the video capture clear images under all lighting conditions? The police
should be able to use footage to identify suspects.
• Are employees trained on viewing surveillance cameras? Are they trained on
how to access and review saved video? (This is a common issue the Police
run into. It is difficult to conduct an investigation when employees are unable to
retrieve video in a timely manner.)
• Are the recordings kept for at least two weeks? One month of stored footage is
recommended.
• Are cameras actively monitored by staff?
• Are there cameras installed by parking lots, entry points, all areas where cash
and valuables are handled and lottery machines? It’s ideal to have the entire
premises covered.
• Are cameras placed at angles that allow for clear descriptions of suspects
including physical features? Many suspects are identified from the front entry
camera footage.
Notes:
Are areas where crowds congregate such as at the bar, bathroom area and entrance
designed in a way that mitigates congestion and directs patrons where they should
stand and wait? Congestion and confusion about where to wait can provoke
aggressive behavior.
Notes:
Have you posted visible signs reminding patrons to be respectful of neighbors and
reinforce this as they leave the establishment?
Notes:
Can staff and other patrons observe the activities of the exterior patio, sidewalk café
and parking lot from inside the establishment?
Notes:
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Yes

No

Description
Establishment Interior and Bar (cont.)
Are the rules for the establishment posted in visible locations for all patrons to see?
Rules may include a dress code, the number of times that a patron may leave and
return to the bar and behaviors that are inappropriate.
Notes:
Are all emergency exits equipped with legal release hardware and do not have extra
locks or locks requiring special knowledge or effort?
Notes:
Are all exit pathways clear of storage or other obstructions?
Notes:

Physical Security
Are exterior doors of heavy-duty, solid-core construction?
Notes:
Do deadbolts have at least a 1-inch throw? Are door strike-plates secured with 3-inch
long screws that penetrate into the studs of the door frame?
Notes:
Are sliding glass doors and windows fitted with track locks and/or wooden rods that
fit securely in the bottom track?
Notes:
Are all windows secured by pins or locks?
Notes:
Are window air conditioners secured to window frames?
Notes:
Are basement windows locked and secured?
Notes:
Is there a City registered alarm system in use? Do employees know how to use and
consistently activate the alarm? Alarms cannot prevent all burglaries, but they can be
a deterrent. Post alarm stickers in visible locations on your business.
Notes:
If your bar and/or club has sidewalk seating, are the tables and chairs clearly marked
for use by patrons only? Partitions can help define this area.
Notes:
If your business has a dedicated parking lot, is it possible to prevent access to it at
night?
Notes:
If there is a parking lot, is there a parking lot attendant, or an employee that will
check the lot at intervals during their shift? Is there signage to indicate what business
the lot is designated for?
Notes:
Are tow policies for unauthorized vehicles posted and enforced?
Notes:
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Yes

No

Description
Physical Security (cont.)
Is fencing or landscaping used to discourage trespassing in vulnerable areas of the
property? Fencing should be designed to be at least partially see-through, so that an
adult can’t hide behind it.
Notes:
Are dead-end spaces blocked off with either fences or gates?
Notes:
Are ladders and other climbing aids secured so they can’t be used to climb into the
building?
Notes:

Landscaping, lighting and other exterior
Is there a way to see outside each exterior door without opening the door? This can
be achieved with windows in or adjacent to the doors.
Notes:
Are windows free of obstructions, such as bushes, trees, walls, signs,
advertisements, or merchandise, so that there are clear views into and out of your
space from the street or pedestrian areas?
Notes:
Is landscaping selected and trimmed so all entrances and ground floor windows are
visible from the street and to neighbors?
Notes:
Is landscaping selected and trimmed to prevent places of concealment for
unauthorized users? Is it selected and trimmed to prevent opportunities for stolen
goods or drugs to be hidden?
Notes:
Are parking areas visible from your business, or to neighbors or passers-by?
Notes:
Does lighting around the building generally provide a soft, even light without deep
shadows or bright glare? Are lights left on after closing, or on photosensitive timers
so they go on at dusk and off at dawn?
Notes:
Are there lights over, or next to, all exterior doors that are on timers or motion
sensors?
Notes:
Are alcoves, hallways, stairwells, parking areas, pedestrian walkways, and any
recessed areas illuminated?
Notes:
Are there motion-sensing lights along the sides and rear of the business?
Notes:
Are a few interior lights left on after closing?
Notes:
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Yes

No

Description
Landscaping, lighting and other exterior (cont.)

If there is an exterior seating area/patio area for patrons, is it well lit without deep
shadows or bright glare?
Notes:
Are entrances to the bar/club accentuated with architectural elements, lighting, and/
or landscaping so it is clear where pedestrian traffic should go?
Notes:
Are dumpsters secured and positioned under lights and at an angle that will minimize
the ability for someone to conceal themselves?
Notes:
Is there a sidewalk partition that provides a clear division between the walkway and
your sidewalk cafe?
Notes:
Are business owners and managers acquainted with neighboring businesses
and residents? Do they know what activities to expect from your business so that
suspicious activities are more readily identifiable? Do you communicate regularly
with adjacent property owners or managers?
Notes:
Is after-hours contact information posted on the front door?
Notes:
Is there a clear transition between the sidewalk or other public area and the business’
property? This can be achieved through changes in pavement textures, landscaping,
changes in elevation and signage.
Notes:
Does the property appear well maintained through daily and timely reporting and
removal of graffiti, garbage pickup, changing light bulbs, and attention to outdoor
furniture and landscaping?
Notes:
Are street address numbers clearly visible and illuminated at night?
Notes:
Are signs for the establishment easy to see/read, clear of graffiti, well lit?
Notes:
Are lighting, landscaping, and structural aspects of the property maintained so that
others know that someone cares about the business and the neighborhood? Create
a plan/checklist to keep up with maintenance issues.
Notes:
Is smoking prohibited within 10 feet of any entrance, exit, window and/or air intake
vent at the establishment and post “no smoking within 10 feet” signs at all entrances
and exits? If you designate an area for smoking, provide receptacles and features
that encourage patrons to remain in the area. Situate the area away from neighbors’
homes and businesses that may affected by patron conversations.
Notes:
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Yes

No

Description
Place Management-day to day

Is there a manager on site at all times?
Notes:
Is there an employee on the floor or at the bar to assist patrons and monitor the area
at all times?
Notes:
Are bathroom areas regularly checked? Ideally bathroom areas can be readily monitored.
Notes:
Is an employee assigned to regularly monitor the parking lot during business hours?
Notes:
Are all employees trained on how to identify and report suspicious activity? Do they know
how and when to contact the non-emergency number to the police?
Notes:
If your business requires an employee to perform security functions for the establishment or
employs security personnel, are they DPSST (Department of Public Safety Standards and
Training) certified and trained to handle various situations both common and uncommon in a
bar and/or club setting? It’s beneficial for owners and managers to receive DPSST executive
management training. See http://www.oregon.gov/DPSST for information.
Notes:
For busier locations, is there a DPSST certified security guard, bouncer, or ID
checker at all entrances and exits? Does the location have the ability to scan/image
IDs? Some venues may need to pat down patrons as they enter the location. There
should be one security guard per 50 patrons. For larger clubs, it’s advisable to assign
one security guard dedicated to monitoring alcohol intake.
Notes:
Are servers trained in the OLCC Responsible Vendor Program? Servers should be
able to recognize signs of intoxication and deny service to patrons at that limit.
Notes:
For each entrance that is kept unlocked during business hours, is there a person assigned
to monitor that door? If a person is not stationed to work close to that door, is there an
annunciator on the door that indicates when someone has entered? (A bell or buzzer.)
Notes:
Are patrons allowed in with large bags? If so, are they left in a monitored and
secured coat/bag check?
Notes:
Is an employee counting the number of patrons in the establishment and ensuring that
number doesn’t exceed the maximum capacity determined by the City of Portland’s Fire
Marshall’s Office?
Notes:
Are there protocols to follow when patrons violate the rules? Do all employees
consistently enforce these rules? Is there protocol for dealing with loiterers/nonpaying persons?
Notes:
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Yes

No

Description
Place Management-day to day (cont.)

Is there a daily incident log kept to record problem interactions? Entries may include
cutting off visibly intoxicated patrons, visibly intoxicated persons that weren’t allowed in
the establishment, violent incidents or any incident that requires police involvement.
Notes:
Have you established a strict cash control policy that limits the amount of cash
allowed in any one till? All excess cash should be placed in a safe. Consider
installing a time-release drop safe to minimize the amount of money a robber could
take. Develop policies around how often there are cash runs to the bank. However
trips to the bank should be random and unpredictable.
Notes:
Do you restrict the amount of cash in lottery machines and empty cash out at night?
When assigned staff members add or remove cash from the machines, they should
consider whether they can do so safely and discreetly. If not, they should wait until
conditions improve.
Notes:
Are offices and back rooms locked when not in use? Staff’s personal belongings should be
secured in a storage locker.
Notes:
Are exterior doors kept closed to lessen the amount of noise leaving the
establishment?
Notes:

General Security Practices

Are prospective employees background- and reference-checked? At a minimum,
check seven years of criminal history in all states and the last three job references.
Notes:
Are employees bonded by a third party insurance company to cover potential losses
due to internal theft, especially if you have lottery machines?
Notes:
Is there a separation of duties between the individuals assigned to cash handling,
cash drawer reconciliation and accounting responsibilities? One employee should
handle the cash while a manager reconciles the cash drawer against recorded
transactions. Only one employee should be assigned to a till at a time. The cash
deposited in the bank from the lottery machines should be reconciled against the
transaction report.
Notes:
Do you take an inventory of alcohol and merchandise and reconcile against
purchases less sales to determine if there has been any product shrinkage?
Notes:
Do you have a key control policy which specifies the staff members who have access
to the front, back and office doors, safe and cash boxes on lottery machines? Do you
limit keys and access codes to only those staff who need access? The policy should
establish when locks should be re-keyed.
Notes:
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Yes

No

Description

Yes

No

General Security Practices (cont.)

Are keys stamped “do not duplicate” and are employees required to return them when
they leave their employment with you?
Notes:
Is financial/employee/customer information stored in locked cabinets in the office?
Are sensitive documents micro-shredded when they are no longer needed?
Notes:
Is there formalized and continuous training for employees on subjects that include
robbery and theft prevention, money handling, alarm system/codes, age verification,
gang awareness and over service?
Notes:
Is there a regular site monitor in charge of maintenance? How often do they check the
building, both interior and exterior?
Notes:
Have you considered hiring a private security company to check the premises periodically
outside of regular business hours?
Notes:
Do you have a policy that if the police are called to arrest a patron for a criminal offense, the
employee who made the report will follow through with the District Attorney’s office?
Notes:
Is your sound system in compliance with the City’s noise control ordinance? Some
considerations:
• Avoid external speakers.
• If a primary element of your business includes live music and DJs, you should
hire a state licensed acoustical engineer to advise you on how to prevent
violations of the City of Portland’s Noise Control Code.
• Install compressors, mechanical and brewing equipment where it will have the
least impact on neighbors.
• Check out a City noise meter by calling 503-823-7350 to determine whether you
are close to the decibel limited defined by code.
Notes:

Key Contacts
Multnomah County District Attny
Portland Fire Marshal			
Multnomah County Health		
Portland Police Central Precinct
Portland Police East Precinct		
Portland Police North Precinct
Police Liquor Licensing Investigator
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Police Emergency			
9-1-1
Portland Police Non-emergency
503-823-3333
City of Portland Liquor License
Specialist				
503-823-3092
Crime Prevention Program		
503-823-4094
(Crime prevention advice and security reviews)
OR Liquor Control Commission
503-872-5000
DPSST				
503-378-2100
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503-988-3162
503-823-3700
503-988-3400
503-823-0097
503-823-4800
503-823-5700
503-823-0026

